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LED Lightbars 12/24V
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For your nearest HC-CARGO dealer 
and full program overview visit
www.hc-cargo.com



Safety with the LED Light bar
The LED Lightbars with the Xtreme LED modules offer excellent 
warning light, even on a bright sunny day, making the vehicle 
more visible to oncoming traffic. The build in traffic arrow func-
tion (not applicable for HC-CARGO 171849)  offers the possibility 
to set arrow direction away from the vehicle or arrow function 
center out signaling road closed.
During night time the LED Light bar offers the possibility to reduce 
the power to the LED Xtreme light heads with a single switch of a 
button, assuring no oncoming traffic will be blinded.

Customize your lightbar
The LED Lightbar can be customised to your demands.There is  
the option to include alley light units which gives a bright clear 
light to the side of the vehicle helping the operator to find his 
way around. 

HC-CARGO 171762 
Switchpanel for Led lightbar with 
basic 5 function and momentary 
button for pattern switch

Momentary
button

Optional for the lightbar is our:

HC-CARGO 
171856 / 171857 Xtreme 
6 LED flash modul, amber

HC-CARGO 
171858 / 171859 Xtreme 
12 LED flash corner modul, 
amber

HC-CARGO 171849

HC-CARGO 
171850 / 171851

HC-CARGO 171781 / 171865 
Alley light 
3 LED, white

HC-CARGO AMBER LED Lightbars 
 The all new 12 and 24V LED Lightbars from 

HC-CARGO are build in unbreakable poly-
carbonat with an aluminum base for rigidness, 

stability and optimum heat dissipation. 

THE LED LIGHTBARS ARE ALL ECE R65 APPROVED

The Lightbars come in 3 different sizes. 65, 110 & 140 cm wide, 
fully equipped with 6 LED Xtreme Front/Rear modules and with 
12 LED Xtreme corner modules which gives a superior 360 degrees 
light spread. The LED Lightbar offers the possibility of numerous 
different flash patterns, with the possibility of building in alley 
lights. They are all equipped with multi adjustable mounting feet.

HC-CARGO 
171852 / 171853

LED Lightbars

171849 171850 171851 171852 171853

Color Amber Amber Amber Amber Amber

Voltage 12V 12V 24V 12V 24V

Width 24”-65 cm 43”-110 cm 43”-110 cm 54”-140 cm 54”-140 cm

Avr. Current 5.2A 8.2A 4.1A 10.2A 5.1A

Max Current 10.4A 16.4A 8.2A 20.4A 10.2A

Recommend 
fuse

15A 40A 40A 40A 40A

Spare Parts
Should an accident happen and a LED unit fail the remaining 
LED units will continue working and the broken unit can easily 
be exchanged with one of the below spare units.


